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A paschal a
Aurora Coelum
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Rot aw

Che sky is empurpled by dawn’s crimgon raps,
And heabens resound with grand anthems of praise,
Che triumphant world sings most jubilant strains,
In Satan’s abones wild despondencp reigns.
Christ Jesus the King of illimited might,
Conducts to the realms of celestial delight,
Che souls of the Patriarchs freed from the chains
With which they were fettered in Death's weird domain.

“Despite all the sentries with buckler and sword,
And thounh a huge stone seals the qrabe of the Lord,—
Mut Sabior triumphantly leabeth the tomb
And to bis own sepulchre Death doth He doom.
(Continued on Next Page)
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“Habe done with pour sorrows, desist from pour tears,
For Stygian terrors no longer habe fears;

Che Victor of Death in great triumph arose,”
Proclaims the bright angel in raiment that glows,
From gin’s awful death, lobing Jesus, keep free
Che souls that to life habe arisen through Chee:
Be thou, D sweet Sabior, our true Paschal jop
dibhere happiness is marred by no earthly alloy.
Let praise to the Crinity always ascend:

Che Father Almighty extol without end,
Che Son who triumphantly oeath obercame,
With Gon’s woly Spirit e’er gladly acclaim.

The Violet
J. Morton, ’11

Jm a pretty little flower,
Blushing sweet in Springtime’s bower,
In the woodlands J am found
Peeping just abobe the ground.
Wibile pou roam bere do not tread

Dn mp lobely perfumed head
For J whisper all the day
Sunny Spring is here to stap.

d
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“Robert Emmet
.
FRED GRUNDTISCH, 711.
f IS the hero that the heart of man most loves.

It is to the hero

thatthe mind turns for inspiration. We respect a man who, for
the benefit of others, lays down whatever may be near and dear
to him, and if he makes that greatest sacrifice of all, his own life,

if he gives up himself for the good of his fellow-men or for his
country, our respect deepens into veneration, and his memory goes down
through the ages as a martyr and a patriot. It is of such men that the
poets sing; it is upon their deeds that the historian loves to dwell, and
around their lives the romancer weaves his choicest webs of fiction. It is
of such a man that I would speak to you. this evening, for such a man was
Robert Emmet.
It is a little more than a hundred years since a jury immortalized this
man by wreaking upon his defenceless head the whole wrath and vengeance
of the British law. It was on the morning of September 20, 1803, that
the British hangman, holding up the ghastly trophy of his work. cried,
“This is the head of a traitor, Robert Emmet.”
But the intervening years have seen a marvelous change i in public opinion

has entered, by the common consent of men, into the glorious company of
the martyrs, and is numbered among the choice and master spirits of

.

of that jury’s verdict. The friendless boy of twenty-six, who stood before
that judge and received upon a blameless conscience the sentence of death,
the world.
The fame of Robert Emmet does not rest upon a multitude of high

achievements, scattered throughout a long and successful career, for there
is but little pomp and glory in the short span of his life. We do not know
his as a winner of victories and a taker of cities, but as a fearless man,

who in wild and disturbed times, when the hearts of his countrymen had |
sunk within them, bore in his breast the sorrows of an afflicted nation, and -

was ready and willing to lay down his life for the emancipation of his
country.
The name of Robert Emmet suggests no arch of triumph and no song of

victory; it brings before our mind the vision of a child, learning the first
lessons of patsiolew at his father’s hearth-stone; of a youth expelled from
school because he refused to become an informer; of a young wanderer in
*This Oration was awarded the Griffith Gold Medal for Oratory, March
20,2490.
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_ strange lands, innocently and credulously -taking counsel in state building
from Bonaparte and Tallvrand; of an enthusiast dreaming of wars and of
victories without armies and without money, madly attacking at the head

of an insignificant mob the strong-holds of an established government; of a
prisoner, despising the aid of lawyers and witnesses; of a convict making
the dock where he stcod famous for all time by his inspired eloquence; of
a piece of bleeding earth, cast into a potter’s field for obloquy and oblivion, —
without even the poor service of a tear.

-

On the night of the nineteenth of September, 1803, Robert Emmet, after
a mockery of-a trial, was convicted and sentenced to die on the scaffold as
a traitor to the English crown. A traitor, because he dared to attempt

redress for the wrongs his country had received from foreign oppression
!
A traitor, because he opposed the lawlessness of the Lords-lieutenant, and
their ministers, and was willing to lead his’ countrymen in armed revolt
against this despotism!

A traitor, because he dared love Ireland and show

it! Of this he was guilty; this was his treason—the treason of Washington,
and of Jefferson, and that noble band, who, on July 4, 1776, declared that

“these colonies are, and by right ought to be, free and independent.”
Their crime was the same—assertion of their rights—and had England
fastened her clutches upon the throats of our Americans as she did upon
that of poor Emmet, our country would to-day be as cruelly oppressed as
Ireland. We would be English subjects; there would be a British governor
sitting in Boston, a British tax-gatherer at our doors, and a British flag
over our heads.
But it is not thus; with Washington was success and honor, with Emmet

failure and disgrace. Washington’s death was peaceful and happy, Emmet’s
ignominious, barbarous, ghastly. When our War for Independence was
over our liberty was assured; the only fruit of Emmet’s suffering was

' greater tyranny, added insult, heavier oppression.

.

But Emmet, though the innocent cause of so much distress, has been,
nevertheless, by his life and example, the source of an amount of good for

his native land. His passionate eloquence was the inspiration of such
great champions as Daniel O’Connell and Richard Sheil, who boldly called
an English Parliament to task and won from it the right of religious freedom for Ireland. It was the preseverance and fortitude of Robert Emmet
that taught them to labor all their lives to procure Home Rule for their
country, and dying to leave as an only bequest to their successors, a death-

less and udaunted patriotism.

For years the struggle seemed doomed to

failure, but after the long night the dawn of day seems near.

England

appears, at last, thank God! to be awakening to her sense of shame at haying kept the Irish race so long in slavery, and the prospect of at least
Home Rule for the Emerald Isle, if not absolute independence, is now

brighter than it has been for centuries.
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The character of Robert Emmet was singularly sweet and clean.

No

motive of his could be impure; in him there was nothing selfish, venal, or —
ambitious. He loved his country, like so many others of his time, “not
wisely, but too well.” His enthusiasm was extreme, but it was the enthu-

siasm of a young man of exalted powers and without worldly experience.
There was only wanting matured habits of reflection to exercise a necessary
and wholesome control.

His was the soul of honor, and his innocence

caused him to trust all men. The thought of treason never entered his
mind; the cause of liberty seemed to him too sacred for any one ever to
dare betray it. And his implicit faith in all who were connected with the
enterprise caused his misfortune.
The wretch who delivered him over to the enemy was a sworn member of

the band, pledged to secrecy and loyalty to Irish freedom.

It was a sworn

friend whe brought him to his death—and such a death!

What shame,

what disgrace for that exalted mind! for that innocent, that guiltless heart!
Hanged on the gallows-tree—the punishment of the most degraded felons!
Beheaded after death—the brutal glutting of a savage vengeance!
But, my friends, the blood of Robert Emmet was not shed in vain.

It was the seed from which noble patriots arose in their country’s cause;
that sacred blood in which the bystanders dipped their napkins afforded
precious relics of the glorious martyr to liberty, that dying they bequeathed

as a rich legacy to their issue. |
Emmet, in concluding his last immortal speech, pronounced these memor-

able words: “I have but one request to make at my departure from this
world—the charity of its silence. Let my memory be left in oblivion and
my tomb remain uninscribed until other times and other men can do

justice to my character; when my country has taken her place among the
nations of the earth, then, and not till then, let my epitaph be written.”
And it must be admitted that his persecuters have granted him that last
request. There is no stone to mark his grave and no man knows where
Robert Emmet lies. Legend points to some six or seven hidden spots where
his bones are said to have been laid, but not a single one of them can prove

its claim; and though his name be honored with the highest praise, his
tomb must remain unknown.
For this reason it is but fitting that our last thoughts of him find expres-

sion in the beautiful words of the poet:
“Oh! breathe not his name, let it sleep in the shade,
Where cold and unhonored his relics are laid;
Sad, silent, and dark be the tears that. we shed

As the night dew falls on the grass o’er his head.
But the night dew that falls, though in silence it weeps,
Shall brighten the verdure the grave where it sleeps;

And the tear that we shed, tho’ in secret it rolls,
Shall long keep his memory green in our souls.”
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Homeric Food
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B. MEILERs, 711.

HE ancient classics, especially those of Homer, offer not only
delight to the antiquarian and study for the sociologist, but

also valuable information to him who will “tolle et lege” at
.

his leisure.

From the [liad nothing, perhaps, is more strikingly perceived
than the contrasts offered by the dwelling, furnishings, etiquette, and the kinds and quality of food of the Homeric Greeks with those

~ of modern peoples.

On the one hand there is simplicity, frugality, and

hospitality which make us better understand such victories as Marathon,
Plataea, Mycale, and on the other, there is variety, refinement, luxury, and
the evils of the present time.
The apartments of the early Greeks were neither of Parian marble, nor
were the walls and ceilings of burnished mirror.
The windows were few
and small, and light and ‘ventilation were luxuries. No strong lights illuminated the hall at night and. no soft Turkey carpets, carved mahogany

divans and paintings of masters graced the room.

'

There was no grand

central oaken festive board, covered with webby Battenburg or Parisian
embroidered linen, and groaning under gleaming china, sparkling cut-glass,
richly chastened silver and vases of flowers; nor did a thousand and one
tempting dishes and dainty viands greet the eyes of these ancient Greeks.

The refection room of even the prince of the Homeric Greeks cannot
compare with the humble farmer’s dining-room of to-day, for though the
room was spacious, in fact larger than any of our banqueting halls, it was
dimly lighted, ill ventilated and scarcely heated. This same room served
as kitchen, parlor, working, sleeping, dining, and recreating room. It was

truly a living room. Its walls were unplastered and with the exception of
spears and shields, void of all ornament.’ The windows, or rather the openings in the walls, were few and small.

The ceiling was of wood and fun-

nel-shaped, and at its topmost part was an opening to let escape the smoke
and soot rising from the hearth below. The hearth was circular in form
and sometimes as large as ten feet in diameter. It occupied the central

portion of the room, which made it most favorable for draught and heat.
This same hearth served the purpose of a cooking stove and of a lamp in
the evening. The floor was sometimes of huge stones, but generally of hard
earth, consequently it was either cold or damp:
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The furniture of the apartment was extremely simple. For them there
was no need of racks, library tables, side boards, escritoires, chiffoniers, or

book-cases.

Their whole equipment comprised wardrobe chests, crude and

strongly built; beds, hard and to us not restful; foot-stools, owing to the
damp and cold floors; chairs, stiff-backed and uncomfortable; and small

portable tables, generally of some highly polished wood.
Meals were served three times a dayin the morning, at noon, and towards

twilight. The breakfast, a very slight confection, consisting of barley bread
dipped in wine, was taken at sunrise and seems most times to have been

omitted. The dinner was had at noon and was the principal meal of the
day; at this repast all the members of the household were present, the
menu consisting of meat and bread. The supper was much like the breakfast and eaten at sundown.
At festal celebrations the tables were brought in by servants and arranged

in a single row along the wall. Each table accommodated two guests. The
assembled did not recline at table as the later Greeks were accustomed, but
sat on stools against the walls. They did not rise when the banquet was

over, but servants carried the tables to some other part of the room. When
the repast was eaten, a noble personage, generally a silver-haired bard,
chanted some heroic theme with musical accompaniment, as the “Quarrel
between Achilles and Agamemnon,” “The Destruction of Troy,” ete.
The table etiquette of the early Greeks, if they had any, certainly does
not harmonize with ours. We must, however, excuse them, for their religion, life, customs, and viewpoint of things were entirely different from
ours. ‘They were men of war and constantly had to defend themselves
against the incursions of the ravaging hordes. Moreover, Aeschylus, Soph-ocles, Aristotle, Plato, Phideas, Demosthenes, Pericles had not yet played
into their lives, and finally, they had not felt the power, the uplifting influence and the civilization of Christ and His Church. Consequently, if you
read that the guests were in no way finical or sqheamish about their fingers
and hands, that the table had no covering, that the food was placed’ directly
on its polished surface, that the fork and spoon were unknown and the

knife unprovided for, and what seems worst of all, that they had no plates,
you must be ready to excuse them. However, one must admire the ease,
calm and brotherly spirit in these gatherings. Formalism, stiffness, con- —
straint, and anxiety were banished from these meétings. With the exception of persons of higher rank having-more honorable places and enjoying

better portions of meat, all shared the same festival; no one was made to
feel his position, and every one had the same attention, whether he was a
prince or a pauper, a peasant or a noble—all were brothers.

Again, at these socials only men, elderly men, were present; women might
be present in the capacity of waitresses but not as guests. Young men
were allowed to be present but only with the consent and under the super-

vision of their fathers.

‘These celebrations were held only during the day
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and ceased immediately at the approach of darkness.

Garlands were not

worn by the guests, nor were flowers permitted. Another strange custom
in force on certain festivals, which seems to have echo in our American

basket picnics, was that of each guest bringing a certain amount of food
as his share, for the general well being. Maidens collected and distributed
the food among the guests.
The two staple articles of food of the early Greeks were bread and meat.
We may perhaps be surprised at this simplicity and frugality, and wonder

at the marvelous strength and endurance of the heroes of Salamis and
Plataea. Bread was for the ancient Greeks, if not the staff of life, at least
the marrow of their bones. The Greeks were both agriculturists and men

of war, and naturally they sought for their foods in both these pursuits.
Their lands yielded barley corn, millet and some wheat. From the barley
corn their bread was made. It was at first very coarse, parched, and even
eaten without being beaten or ground. Sometime later they bruised the
grain by placing it in a mortar and by pounding it with a pestle. Still
later, they invented a hand mill to grind the grain, but as they used no
sieve, the grain was crude and dirty. It was the occupation of women to
grind the grain, and a porridge was made from it by addinga little water
or milk, Ordinarily the barley corn was fashioned into small cakes, and
these were served at every meal in a basket-shaped dish. There was no
leaven in this bread, nor was it made into loaves—it was baked on a hot
stone. Men ate four or six of these each day. Wheat bread was also known
to them but was a luxury and had only at great festivals.

The Greeks knew little about baking and still less about cooking. They
had no professional cooks and even no servants set apart for this function.
The men were the cooks in those days and usually the leaders of the party.
Their meats were never boiled or fried; they were hung on spits and
roasted over a blazing fire. Hogs were roasted whole and seem to have been

their fayorite meat.

However, as long as they had beef and pork, wild

goats, fawns, hares, wild boars seem not to have been eaten.

We read, how-

ever, of snares prepared for thrushes and wild pigeons, which implies that
they were eaten. At festivals the heart and liver of the animal were prepared and cooked, and a portion of each given to the guests.
The Athenian epicures were great lovers of fish, whereas in the days of
Homer fish were only eaten in case of danger of starvation. They were,
however, skilled fishermen and were experts both with the hook and line
and also with the spear. Oysters were also known to them, but they neither
used the long rake or dredge; meager supplies were obtained by diving.
The vegetables which in our day are practically essential to life, were
unknown to them, such as potatoes, lettuce and tomatoes. The only produce
their farms yielded besides the grains were a few vegetables, chickpease

from which they made a broth, beans, squashes, cucumbers and spinnach.
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With the exception of the chickpease, these vegetables were not ordinarily
eaten by them; they were mainly cultivated as feed for the animals.
Fruits seemed not to have prospered in the valley of Scamander. Apples
and pears were kirown to them, but these fruits were, certainly not the
fruits we are accustomed to enjoy. Figs later on were raised and olives

and raisins were also cultivated. Grapes were abundant, yet as such, were
eaten. Oranges, pine apples,-in fact, most of the fruits of the temperate and all those of the torrid zone were unknown to them.
As for condiments, the Homeric Greeks had the best one, namely, hunger.
_ They had no pepper, sugar, vinegar, nutmeg, cloves, and allspice.

Salt was

spread over the meat but in moderate quantities. Honey was also had by
them and it was quite abundant. It was obtained from wild bees and
served all the purposes of sugar. They had no butter owing to the unfavor-

ableness of the region for its preservation; however, pork fat, suet, marrow
and even olive oil served all the purposes of butter. Cheese, both hard and
soft, were known to them. Cows’ milk was considered unwholesome by the
early Greeks and was given to the animals. Goat and sheep milk was taken
by the children but in small quantities-and not frequently.
From their childhood days, the Homeric Greeks became accustomed to
wine. Since the vine flourished with them, they naturally made use of the

grapes.

Wine was, however, not taken pure; it was usually mixed with

water.

It was served at every meal and was kept at home in a huge jar.

Leathern bottles or small jugs were used for carrying it on journeys.
If the world to-day would learn the lessons of frugality and right living
from the ancient Greeks, the problem of finding the secret of longevity
would be solved. It was the simple life of the Greeks that made them the _
teachers of the world. We may not know how greatly we are indebted to
the Greeks, or we may go so far as to ignore it, but the debt exists, however,
and properly understood, honors both the Greeks and ourselves. ‘The
Greeks, and especially the Athenians, were unconcerned about the fate of

other nations, which resulted in their ideas and doctrines not being propagated in distant lands; and whether this be considered a virtue or a vice

it has more than anything else made the Greeks unfit to found an empire.
Greek civilization never died, but under different forms affected all Europe,
and naturally its colonies in the New World. It matters not that we have
surpassed the Greeks, and especially the Athenians, for that is merely to
assert that we have been apt pupils of our intellectual and scientific forefathers and teachers. “Athens will never cease to stand a beacon light for
progress, a perpetual guide for us in the evolution and perfecting of that
civilization which we have inherited from her.”
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Lovis J. RoTTERMANN, 714.

ASHINGTON, the home of our nation’s capital, was gay
in itsspringtime splendor, and seemed to impart to all
within its limits that same gaiety, judging from the appearance of the handsome and dashing Colonel Howard Miles,

Jr. He was sauntering up Pennsylvania Avenue, whistling
blithely, and bestowing on his numerous acquaintances his
usual sunshiny smile, for, was he not at peace with the world, and had not
Dame Fortune been smiling on him‘of late?
Only that morning his beautiful, young wife arrived from the country,
glowing with the health of youth after a lingering illness of about four

months; and his bouncing four-year-old son returned at the same time
from a visit to his grandparents in Virginia? His happy family again
reunited, he had every cause to rejoice.

Thinking thus of his happy lot he was interrupted by a hand grasping
his arm, and turning encountered an attaché of the War Department.
“What business, now?” he queried of that worthy as he studied the serious expression on his countenance.

.

“Your presence is immediately required at headquarters,” replied the
attaché.

Instantly he was the soldier, and with erect, military bearing was rapidly
following the messenger up the avenue, passed the White House, hurried

up the steps of the State, War and Navy Department, and was soon standing before his superior officer.
“To be brief and to the point,” commanded that personage, “you are
dispatched with your company to the Mexican border, and will leave this
evening on the St. Louis Limited. Therefore, make haste, Colonel, and
good luck to you. Be sure and not run from the revolutionists. Goodby!”
With this jest he turned to the other officers waiting and gave similar
orders, while Miles slowly left the place. His heart was heavy, for his

late fortune now seemed lost, and separation from his loved ones was again
a certainty. But duty was duty, and turning homeward, he broke the
news as gently as possible to his wife. Begging her to be brave, he left
and set about his preparations for departure.
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Five-thirty arrived; his “boys,” as he called them, were aboard, but he
was at the side of his wife and child.

his wife was a brave woman.

The parting was not a sad one, for

He kissed her good-bye, leaped aboard the

already moving train, the last words of “We'll be waiting, Howard,” and

“Bye-bye, daddy,” ringing in his ears.
The train sped on its course and he was left to his own thoughts.

He

remained aloof from his fellow-officers that evening, and was startled out

of his brooding on leaving St. Louis when the porter called out, “A telegram for Col. Howard Miles, Jr.”
The telegram read as follows:
“Washington, D. C. Bobbie gone.

clue whatever.

Disappeared at eight o’clock.

No

Advise.

“Katherine.”
For a moment this unexpected and tragic bit of news fairly staggered
him, but recovering his self-possession he pushed the electric button on his
right in the Pullman and requested a telegram blank from the porter, who

hurried back to his call.
Adjusting the little electric bulb which he released from its hidden recess
in the side of the car, he wrote the following:
“Engage best detectives. Do not worry. All will soon be well. Send
me developments.
Howard.”
With a “thank you, sir!” the porter pocketed “two bits” and hurriedly
left the car which was already slowing up near the next station.
Abstractedly Col. Miles jogged through the aisles and entered the next

coach. Here he picked up Life, Puck, Collier’s, Leslie’s Monthly, and
throwing them all down in disgust he went over to the writing desk and
attempted to write a letter. Miles prided himself on having a good hand,
but the scrawl that resulted from a nervous hand and the rough riding of
the train saw the embossed stationery of the road appear and disappear—
but no finished letter.
A dapper young man in a dark brown uniform, with the “label” stenographer on his collar, entered the car.
“Bright idea!” said Miles, half aloud.

:

“Pardon, Colonel! Were you speaking to me?”
“Wes! Can you take downa letter for me?”
“Every time,” said the stenographer, and, hurriedly sitting down before
his machine, got busy.

Col. Miles read the dictated letter, signed his name abominably—for the
car gave a vicious lurch—and handing out the stenographer’s fee, sealed
the letter.
The letter off, Miles ordered his berth made up and quickly turned in.
After trying to rest an ear in turn on the two miniature representations
of pillows, he managed: to turn one under his chin, the other under his
right ear, and was soon asleep.
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Fortunately the other “sleepers” in the Pullman were quiet that night,

and it was only after hours of scorching the heavy shade over the window
near his berth that King Sol finally awoke the Colonel.
The ray of sunlight that crept in along the side of the curtain brought
Miles to the edge of his bed. He hurriedlygot into his togs, but not before

he had debated with himself why some of the “boys” could not keep off his
toes as they stumbled down the aisle.
The day went along slowly, too slowly for Col. Miles. With three good
meals a Ja carte and another day of brooding, he went to sleepin the evening under the strains of Annhauser-Busch.

Morning dawned, and the train reached San Antonio. The regiment was
given a big ovation by the “natives,” who were becoming skilled hurrahers
for Uncle Sam as one regiment after another passed through their town.
But Col. Miles heeded not the cheers of the lines of admirers. His heart
was heavy and he longed to cheer his sorrowing atx

But alas! he was

a soldier and the old song, “I go where duty calls, me,”echoed in his ears.
Another day, and then a week passed, but no encouraging news from
home. He and his troops were sent to the “border,” but nothing stronger
than rumors came from the much-heralded Mexican revolutionists.
Returning one day from maneuvers, he was astonished to see Stanley

Wood, his brother-in-law, awaiting him at headquarters. He eagerly pressed
him for news, for Stanley had just arrived from the Capitol City. But in
response to his inquiries, Miles heard nothing that could brighten up his
countenance and drive away that fast approaching enemy, despair, which
had caused him to age considerably. No trace whatever could be found
of his child. It was impossible to tell whether the child had been lost
or abducted.
Perhaps Bobbie was dead! This thought almost drove him crazy, but
when he heard that his wife was fast losing her health and on the verge

_ of a nervous breakdown, he knew that he must act, and that, quickly. His
brother-in-law urged him to have his wife come South to New Orleans to
recuperate, and to try to meet her there.
A leave of absence was readily obtained as the “neighbors over the way”
were beginning to learn to be polite. Miles telegraphed for his wife to
pack up a trunk and follow it to New Orleans. He eagerly waited fer a

reply and was rewarded the next morning with the news that his wife would
leave Washington at five-thirty, taking the same train he had traveled on
but ten days before.

Looking up the time-table, Wood and Miles concluded to take the noon
train the next day, which wouldarriye in time to enable them to meet

the speeding afflicted woman at the depot.
The day and the hour came and the noon train carried the soldier and
ciilian fast on their way to New Orleans. On reaching their destination
they learned that the train from Washington was two hours late.
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Quietly detouring the city, they strolled along the leading thoroughfares, each busy in his own thoughts, Wood wondering what had become
of his favorite sister, and Miles, in inhaling the balmy air, reflecting how
much this ideal climate would benefit his failing wife.
“Stop!” rang out in commanding tones from Wood; and Miles awoke
from his reverie.

Glancing up, the Colonel saw he was passing a hotel and across the
street was an auto towards which Wood was running.
Did his eyes deceive him? Did not that child resemble closely his own
romping boy? Even as he was gazing at these people the boy waved to him
and endeavored to release himself from the grasp of a woman. He knew
for a certainty, now, that it was his Bobbie, the little buster who had rec:
ognized his long-lost daddy.
“Stop! again yelled Wood, but the chauffetr, who had just “just turned
on battery,” jumped out of the machine to crank the engine.
“Bang!” went a cartridge from Miles’ army revolver, as he rushed across
the street to the auto.

With a cry of pain the chauffeur grasped his right hand, through which
a bullet had ploughed its way.
Guests came streaming out of the hotel, and people flocked from all cor-

ners, attracted by this startling incident. Several blue-coats were in the
crowd and pushing their way to the principals sought to place them under
arrest. However, Miles, his pent-up indignation over the avrong this couple
had done him, asked leave to’ explain his conduct. His request being

granted, he told his part in the affair and the cause leading up to it.

“You, Sherwood,” said Col. Miles, “is this the way you seek to avenge

yourself on me for your dishonorable discharge from the army, after your
disgusting conduct at Brownsville?

Have I wronged you by being pro-

moted to the colonelcy, which command you disgraced ?”
Miles, after hurling these words at his child’s abductor, was becoming
furious, but was restrained by the police from any act of violence against
his enemy.

Sherwood and his female accomplice, caught red-handed, as it were, were
so stupefied by this sudden turn of events that they failed to say a word,
which was the better for them, for the crowd sympathizing with the soldier, were casting threatening glances at the pair.
The police, accepting Col. Miles’ version of the affair, released him on
his own identity, to appear at the trial, and taking charge of the couple,
hurried them away from the angry spectators.
Congratulations on all sides poured in upon Miles, but snatching up

Bobbie, who had during these events clung to his coat, he tenderly placed
‘the future colonel on his shoulder, hailed a cab and started for the depot
with Wood.
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On reaching the Union Depot he and Bobbie found that the auto episode
had resulted in mamma’s arrival fully fifteen minutes before. What was
he to do? He concluded to try the Plaza Hotel.
The clerk in the lobby informed the Colonel that Mrs. Howard Miles,

Jr., had registered twenty minutes ago and had room 25. So Miles left
Bobbie with the clerk and arranged to have him sent up at a ring for the
bell boy.
Miles tapped on room 25 and an answer, “Come in,” brought him face
to face with his darling wife.

But what a change had come over her

during the past weeks. From a picture of youth and happiness she was now
a woman pale and saddened in grief. After recovering herself from heavy
sobbing, she told the whole story of the disappearance of Bobbie and of
the fruitless search for him.
“Howard,” concluded the grief-stricken mother, “let us try to forget our
heavy sorrow, and let us together renew our efforts to get Bobbie back.”
“I’m with you,” said her husband, and I mean to begin right now.”
Pressing the button to give the hotel clerk his “cue,” the Colonel took
the thin, wasted hand of his wife in his own.
“Yes, Kittie, you are right; all will soon clear up.”

A. timid knock brought the Colonel to the door, and in rushed Bobbie
into the arms of his mother, crying, “Mamma, little Bobbie found Daddy !”

Poices of Spring
F. Lawret, 711.
Far down in the litle meadow

Where often I ramble and sing,
I heard most melodious voices

Proclaiming the presence of Spring.
The faint vernal zephyrs had mingled

Their sighs with the murmuring brooks;
Their song full of sweetness and gladness
Re choed in dim-sylvan nooks.

And all through the green-budding forest
A dulcet and rapturous strain,

Was caroled by thousands of warblers
Who know naught of sadness nor pain.
And numberless sweet-smelling flowers

At Spring’s gentle bidding awoke
From slumber of long wintry thralldom
The earth with their brightness to cloak.

Easter Morn

He is Risen
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General Robert E. Lee

|

So

Ropert E. Gray, 714.
“4S we look back upon that great civil strife, which for four
years devastated this country, what a picture of patriotism,
of self-sacrifice, of terrible sufferings and heroic deaths do

we see? How. fiercely the South fought for her rights, for
a principle which she thought essential to her existence! We,
of the North, do we truly appreciate the Southern valor? If
we do, then this glance over the life of a Southerner who gave his all, the
2

best that was in him, to fight for the cause he thought right, will but re-

view our appreciation,
the work of Robert E.
Robert Edward Lee
ginia, on January 19,
a long line of military

and if we do not understand. the South’s attitude,
Lee may alter our point of view.
was born at Stratford, Westmoreland County, Vir1807. On his father’s side he was descended from
ancestors, and his mother’s family was no less illus-

trious. In his mother was personified all the gentle and sweet traits of a
noble woman. If her son in after years grew up to become a great man,

it was due to her watchful care and guidance, and because she instilled
into him true moral principles.
The future officer received his primary education at the Alexandria
Academy. Later he attended the famous school of Mr. Benjamin Hallowell
in Alexandria. At both institutions he was a model student, always obedient and respectful. As he grew in years he grew in grace; he was like
the young tree whose roots, firmly imbedded in the earth, hold it straight
from the hour it is first planted till it develops into majestic proportions.
At the age of eighteen, Robert E. Lee decided that he would choose the

army as his profession. ‘This choice was natural and resulted in a son’s
desire to follow in his father’s footsteps, especially when that father had
been so illustrious in the profession.

His application for admission to

West Point was successful, and in 1825 his name was entered upon the
roll of that institution. Here his excellent habits and close application to
duty did not desert him, and after four years of hard study he was graduated from that celebrated military institution with honors. In 1829, Cadet
Lee became Lieutenant Lee of the Corps of Engineers.

His appointment

to the Engineering Corps was a compliment to him, for this corps is composed of only the best officers that West Point sends out.
In 1831, after two years spent in earnest attention to his chosen pro-

fession, he was married on June 30 to Mary Custis, the daughter of George
~
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Washington Parke Custis of Arlington.

They had known each other since

childhood, and it was but natural that prolonged association should ripen
the friendship of youth into stronger ties. His choice did credit to his
_ judgment, for his wife was always his true companion and helpmate.
His intelligence and close application to duty brought rapid promotion

and five years after graduation he was promoted from second to first lieutenant, and two years later he was made captain.
It was in the Mexican War, while a Captain of Engineers, that his
military perception and good judgment were tested. When a difficult reconnoisance was to be made, Captain Lee was every ready; whenever a

company was to be led from one place to another, Lee was not found wanting; and when a difticult feat of engineering was to be performed, Lee
could always suggest a suitable method. So conspicuous was his bravery
and so valuable were his labors that he received special mention from his
chief, General Winfield Scott. In describing this officer, General Scott
’ once said: “He is the greatest military genius in America, the best soldier
I ever saw in the field, and if the opportunity offers, he will show himself

the foremost captain of his time.”
After the Mexican War, 3 Lee was engaged
in engineering
Oo
7
oD work around.

Baltimore, and in 1852 he was made Superintendent of the United States
Military Academy, from whose walls he had emerged as a cadet twenty-

three years before. His accustomedability was displayed in his new duties,
_ and the academy profited by an intelligent administration of its affairs.
After three years at West Point he was assigned to the cavalry service,

then in its infancy. He remained in this branch of the service until 1861,
serving with distinction and discharging his various duties in a thoroughly
competent manner.

The crisis of his life was now reached, and he had to decide between loyalty to his State and loyalty to his country, which for thirty-two years he
had served so faithfully. The question of slavery had long been agitating

the country and the excitement had now reached a climax.

The election

of Lincoln, whose policies and feelings toward slavery were well known to
the South, brought matters to a crisis. Being a Southerner, it was natural
that Lee should favor the cause of the South. However, he did not proceed

hastily in the matter, but fought out the battle with himself—either he
must remain loyal to the Union and stay among his present congenial surroundings, or he must resign and sacrifice himself for the cause of the
South. His old commander, Scott, was trying to- persuade him to remain

in the service of the Federal Government, and it was probably through his
efforts-that the position of commander of the active army was offered to
Lee, who declined this brilliant opportunity, saying that although he op-

posed secession and deprecated war, he would take no part in an invasion
of the Southern States.

On the twentieth of April, 1861, Lee made his

final decision, and, sending his resignation to the Secretary of War, he

eT ae
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placed himself at the comimand of the Confederate States, who gladly received him and made him a major-general and subsequent commander-inchief of the Virginia forces.
Now followed four long years of hard fighting, of lightning-like maneuyers, of brilliant victories and heart-rending defeats, the results of

which raised Lee to the position of commander-in-chief of the entire Confederate army.

The glory of the Southern cause was waning, however, and

overwhelmed by numbers and weakened by a long resistance, the Confederate forces were gradually pushed backward.

The varying fortunes of

the South could be compared to a boat which strives to ascend a mighty
river. Fora time it might be successful, but at last, worn out by long conflict, both captain and sailor alike are exhausted, and the current bears

them farther and farther downward.

This was the condition of affairs

when, wearied and heart-sick, without suitable supplies or clothing, with
a victorious army outnumbering his own at his rear, and wishing to prevent

unnecessary bloodshed, Lee, realizing that resistance against such odds was _
useless, surrendered at Appomatox Court House, April 10, 1865.
How his proud spirit was racked by this humiliation, no one can even
surmise. After the first conference with Grant, when he had given his
parole, he returned to his headquarters. Knowing the result of the consultation, his troops crowded about him to offer him their sympathy. Turning to them slowly and painfully, and in a voice quivering with emotion,
Lee said: “Men, we have fought through the war together; I have done my ~

best for you; my heart is too full to say more.” It was a simple but most |
affecting scene.

The next day he took formal leave of the army and then in silence, with
uplifted hat, this noble Southerner, with a heart of gold, rode away from
his weeping comrades to his home in Richmond. The Southern soldiers,
wrapped in faded, tattered uniforms, shoeless, weatherbeaten, and battlescarred, but proud as when first they shouldered a rifle, returned to desolate
fields, homes in some cases in ashes, blight, blast, and want on every hand.
For thirty-six years Lee had been a soldier, constantly under orders, and
ever in action. It was a great relief, therefore, to be transferred to do-

mestic life and to once more be a private citizen.

As was natural, he be-

came an object of curiosity to the many visitors to Richmond, but being

rather retitent, he desired to seek more secluded quarters.
About this time he was offered the presidency of Washington College at

Lexington, and again for the benefit of the South, he accepted the position
which was not a Toorative one and by no means a sinecure. At the time
that Lee became its head, the college was in sore financial straits, but his
care and judgment extricated it from its difficult position. He rejuvenated

it and restored it to its former prestige, devoting the remaining years of
his life toward laying the only true foundation upon which a republic can
rest—the Christian education of its youth.
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The labors, exposure, and responsibilities of his campaigns began to show
their effect upon him. Rheumatism of the heart sac gradually assaulted
the vitals, and at half-past nine on the morning of October 12, 1870, Robert

Edward Lee died, calmly and quietly. In the resolutions adopted by the
faculty of Washington College, the sentiment of the entire country was
expressed, for they declared that “the memory of his noble life will remain as an abiding inspiration to the youth of the country as they gather
at the scene of his last labors, to emulate his virtues and to follow his

great example.”
Such is the life of a brave soldier, a true gentleman, the type of the
noble Southerner.

His life was one continual sacrifice, first for the good

of his country then for the advancement of his State, for the honors of the
flag he fought under, and the promotion of his own high ideals. He never
shirked a duty, never sidestepped an issue, and of him might it be truly
said, “This was a man.”

A Chougbt
B. Meruers, 11.

Oh, that I were a zephyr
Just fresh from windswept boughs
Of shady woodland hemlocks
To cool somefev’rish brows.

Oh, that I were a brooklet
With eagerness to burst

Through smaling fields and meadows
To quench a wand’rer’s thirst.
Oh, that I were a sunbeam
To bring the sunshine mild
Of joyful mirth and laughter

To some discons’late child.
Oh, that I were a flower
Of rarest hue and dye—
A thought. of the Creator

To every passerby.
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New Dormitory
Only five years ago our Alma Mater saw with pride rise
ee
from the soil that for years grew cabbages, asparagus, turnips and other garden plants, a large and stately building

which was named Chaminade Hall. At the time we thought the new
addition would afford ample space for several years. ‘Three years later,
however, we began to feel the need of larger accommodations for the board‘ ing students whose number increased steadily from year to year until all
available space was filled.

We are pleased to announce to our readers, that in September, 1911, the
College will add to the present buildings the north wing of St. Joseph’s
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Hall, until now occupied by the Normal Department.

During the summer

months the Novitiate will vacate St. Joseph’s Hall to occupy the new
building in course of erection at Mount St. John, five miles east of Dayton.
Work has already been begun in St. Joseph’s Hall to equip the second, third
and fourth floors with private rooms, all of which will be furnished with
most modern improvements. The architect expects
to have the rooms ready
for inspection by the students and visitors as early as June 1. The first
floor and basement will afford the necessary space for the Engineering Department of which the second year’s work will be taken up in September.
We are delighted with the prospects of the new accommodations offered
to us next year. We want the Alumni and friends of St. Mary’s to help us
to advertise the new improvements made so that all the rooms may be
filled in September.
With the natural development of the Engineering Department and the
normal growth in number of collegiate students, the need of private rooms

will increase and it doubtless will not be long before we will have another
new dormitory building completely equipped with private rooms.

Another

ea

We are led to believe that educated men do most for the

spread of education. From the efforts of the Ohio College

Association, however, we must believe that the members of
that body who are all men of higher education, instead of aiding education
are on the contrary becoming her most dangerous foes. During the present

session of the Ohio Legislature this body of presidents of larger colleges of
the State had a bill introduced providing for the appointment of a State
council of education for the investigation of colleges.

At first appearance

the bill seems devoid of anything which might be objected to; it was the
covert means which were employed and the fact that all publicity was
shunned which made it look suspicious. The Ohio College Association is
_ what may be called an exclusive circle, for it is composed of a limited number of the larger institutions. Presidents of institutions which are not
large in number of students but nevertheless maintain the same standard
of studies required
by the Association, were denied admission to that body,

no plausible reasons being given for the refusal.
:
It is reasonable to believe that if such a Council of Education were to
be appointed, it would necessarily be friendly to the Association and being
friendly to the Association it would be willing to put into force what the

Association recommends.

And it is here that we reach the real object of

the bill, and, knowing it, we can readily understand why the honorable
Association wished to push it through as quietly as possible.

The Ohio College Association would lay down as a condition for the
authorization to confer degrees the requirements set down in the Carnegie
Foundation Fund, namely: 1. That no college without an endowment of
at least $200,000 shall have the right to confer degrees of any kind; 2.
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That it shall have a paid faculty of at least thirty members; 3. That a curriculum of studies approved by the Carnegie Foundation Fund shall be
taught in the college. These requirements would entitle the college or
university complying therewith to the benefits of the pension fund for

superannuated professors, a detail which seems to appeal forcibly to the
professors of the Association.
The idea of education does not seem to enter into the minds of these
distinguished men; they are looking out for their own future welfare.
Consequently, if the College Association would have its way the smaller
colleges, where in proportion to the number of students more real work is
accomplished than in our large universities, would be frozen out and only’
the wealthy institutions would continue to exist.

Most of the readers of this article have been students of St. Mary’s at
some time or other. Those of you who possess degrees, know that you had
to work just as hard and probably harder to éhtain that degree than do the,

graduates of our “higher colleges.” If this notorious project of the College
Association were to‘succeed it is impossible to deny that it would have a

serious effect upon the number of St. Mary’s students.

However, we feel

certain that there are enough fair-minded men in the Legislature to smother

the bill completely and thereby show the College Association of Ohio that
they are not the only educators in the State and that until they are, they
should not endeavor to run the affairs of education to suit themselves.

IenatTivs Harr, 711.
In all Christian churches, but especially in the Catholic
Eastertide ~ Church, the season of Easter is one full of joy and happiness.

The days that precede it are full of sorrow and

eloom, typifying the fear and despair that fell upon the world and the
followers of Christ at the time of His suffering and Death, for the despair
and gloom of that first Good Friday and the sorrow that surrounds Christ’s

crucifixion and death, is commemorated again.

Yet all this is only to

prepare us for the light and hope and joy which the dawn of Easter brings

when the veil of sadness is removed from our hearts. As the Resurrection
of Christ brought hope and courage to His disciples, so also the Church
on Easter morning throws off the mantle of grief, and entering into the jows

of the Resurrection, infuses new life and hope into her struggling children.
She commemorates the glory of Christ’s triumph and animates all with
faith, hope and lovein the Risen Savior.
To all ExpoNnENT subscribers and advertisers, we extend our cordial greetings for a Joyous Easter.
Tuomas Coney, 711.
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JosepH A. Prion, 705, whose ordination to the priest-

Pilon, ’05

hood was recorded in the Exponent, figured in the dramatic and stirring events which occurred in the “Outlaw
Dietz” trouble in Winter, Wisconsin, the past winter. John Dietz and his
little family of his wife and six children, waged war against the Lumber
King Weyerhauser for five years, preventing him from floating his lumber
over the Cameron Dam, which was on the Dietz farm. Dietz was refused

payment for the use of the waterway, and though an injunction was obtained, Dietz took the law into his own hands.

His hut became an arsenal,

and he and his little family have been outlaws for nearly six years. At last
one hundred armed deputies besieged his hut.

Father Pilon pleaded with the sheriff to allow him to argue with Dietz,
but was refused. However, he secured a respite from attack on the log
cabin. The little daughter after this, appeared, waving a flag of truce.

While the sheriff and his deputies were debating whether to trust Dietz,
Father Pilon, in his eagerness to bring-the combat to an end, ran for the
cabin and unhesitatingly entered the door. After speaking to Dietz he
hurried back ‘to the sheriff. The latter, still mistrustful, kept behind a
tree, despite the assurances of Father Pilon. A few of the deputies and
a doctor, believing in Father Pilon, went to the cabin where Dietz sub-

mitted to arrest without any further trouble.
The day of the surrender fully 2,000 bullets from the one hundred armed
deputies had been fired against the cabin. Bullets lay on the bed, after
having bounced back from hitting the opposite wall. It is considered mirac-

ulous that the entire family had not been wiped out. To Father Pilon is
given the credit of being largely instrumental in bringing to a close the sad
story of the misguided outlaw. Truly has Father Pilon carried the message of the Master, “Peace on earth, good will to men.”
Ferdinand
eC.

J. FerpInanp Kocn, 709, of Crown Point fame, visited
othe college not long ago. Ferd looked the plant over, and
found things going as good as ever—even better. He in-

quired about his old classmates, and was glad to hear that they are all up
and doing.

Ferd is at present in the shoe business with E. Q. I. Hoffman
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as partner.
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Koch and Hoffman, Shoe Merchants, are located in spacious

quarters in the Calumet Building, East Chicago, Indiana.
Ferd says.that the world is treating him well, and he certainly looks it.
We wish that mor®@ of the Old Boys would show signs of life—remember
it’s Spring now.
Marcellus
Pet

Marcettus WaGnNer, 710, has been touring the country
°
during March. In the early part of the month he remembered us with a souvenir postal from Augusta, Georgia.
“Mott,” some of your Dayton friends are anxious to see you, or atleast to
hear from you. Your Sidney modest ways have always been in evidence,
but as it is not Groundhog Day all year round, get busy and let some.of
your old steadies hear from you. If you meet “Joe” “Mahoney and his

brother Will at Chatanooga, don’t forget to let us have a “story” of your
visit to S. M. I.’s old basket-ball stars.
_ Aloys

We were pleased to hear from Aloys Reimbold, 701,

Reimbold, 01,

© S. §. R., now preparing for the priesthood at St. Clem-

he
ent’s College, De Soto, Missouri. He is a cousin of Brother
Louis Reimbold, 8.M., a member of this year’s faculty. Your friend and
teacher, Father Canning, is at St. Mary’s College, San Antonio, and Father
Frische is not so very far from you, at Clayton, Missouri, as President of
Chaminade College. We shall be pleased tohear from you again.
George

One of the many Old Boys to call at S. M. I. on the

Leugers, "04

snemorable February 22 was George Leugers, 704, of Cincinnati.

George is very loyal to his college and was an

enthusiastic rooter at the Notre Dame game. He is now engaged in the
dry goods business with his father. Call again, George!
eee
104

Albert Seidensticker, ’04, of Columbus, called at the
Institute Sunday, March 12, to visit his brother Will, 711,
and to pay his respects to his old friends among the faculty. He reports that his brother, JosepH SEIpENSTICKER, 09, is doing
’

well. Albert is holding a responsible position in the Pennsylvania Railroad
freight offices of Columbus. We expect to see you again at Commencement.
oe

ee

William Roemer, *10, is studying at Sacred Heart Col-

lege, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. Bill made the basketball team which has been playing some big “game,” having
clashed with Marquette, Notre Dame’s great rivals in the western world.
Bill, youshould have seen S..M. I. put one over N. D. on Washington’s

birthday. "We can’t tell a lie—we did it with our basket-ball team.”
Speaking of track teams, S. M. I. has a comer. The way the fellows
burn the track is a caution; records are made and broken as a matter of

fact.

The baseball and foot-ball schedules for next season have some big
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“fry,” and we believe that we can show class with all of them.
from you again, Bill. Best from all your old friends.

Let’s hear

FROM JAPAN (No rumors of war).¢

Rev. Nicholas
Walter, S.M-

We received a very artistic colored postal of the “Sea
Goast of the Isle Yenoshima,” from Rey. Nicholas Walter,

S.M., which he mailed from Osaka, Japan.

Japanese

postals are the product of high grade work, and of the many we have seen,
we have concluded that the Jap has us beat when it comes to turning out

postal cards.
The college where Father Walteris located publishes an interesting magazine which comes regularly to the Exponent. What makes the publication of more than usual interest, is the fact that the articles in the first
_ half of the magazine are compositions in English, written by the little Japs
themselves. The rest of the magazine is in the characteristic puzzling Jap-

anese make-up. When we reach that part of the publication, we agree to
all of it without a dissenting vote.
Father Walter expressed himself as delighted with the Exponent, which

gives him the news of S. M. I. in which the is deeply interested.

We all

admire that noble work that Father Walter and the other noble priests and
Brothers of the Society of Mary are doing for the evangelization of Japan.

We wish them God’s blessing on their grand work, and a generous increase
of laborers in the vineyard.
JAPANESE SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

Third Endowment Fund.
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College Notes
FRANCIS M. MUELLER, 712, Editor.

HIGHEST HONORS FOR MARCH
Collegiate Department,

-Senior Letters...................Anthony Tagut, 92; Ignatius Hart, 82
Senior Science............ Lawrence Strattner, 92; Wm. Seidensticker, 91

Meee: FeLIAKh os 6 ts ha Leo Schmitt, 88; Thomas Cobey, 86
popuomore. Letters. 2.72.
034. Frank Mueller, 94; Alphonse Mahrt, 93
Preenman bellere...

6. $02 aval
oe
Joseph Graham, 91; Leo Walsh, 91

Freshman Engineering.............. Robert Gray, 92; Oliver Conklin, 89
High School Department.

Peuraciigh sy ee Joseph Schlaudecker, 94; Edward Purpus, 94
ITD SA oe go es Se os
es Robert Sherry, 97; Francis Thill, 97

mecond High——-A.. oe.
eee Otto Krusling, 97; Gerald Dunn, 95
Second High—B.........,...William Faigle, 97; William Schleinitz, 96

Pyrat High
Ao, sk tees John Hogan, 94 C. Meyer, 94; P. Burch, 94
First High—B..... T. Oppenheim, 95; W. Reitemeier, 95; O. Donnelly, 93
Business Department.

Second Business.......... T. Fleming, 95; L. Bucher, 95; A. Janszen, 95

Pipet SUsNCSS ce
see eeeS
Robert Scott, 90; Harry. Keagler, 85
Elementary Departments.

Eighth Grade—A........... Joseph Schaefer, 92; Charles Schoenung,
Highth Grade—B............ Paul Ohmer, 97; Alphonse Schumacher,
Seventh Grade...... C. Borntraeger, 93; F. Kubkowski, 92; M. Adams,
Sixth Grade...............A. Stoermer, 95; J. Wittmann, 95; J. Ott,

87
96
92
94

PIM Grade oes tea Samuel Wilson, 92; William Haag, 91
The

Oratorical

A large and appreciative audience. attended the annual con-

test for the C. E. W. Griffith gold medal for oratory, held on

Contest
the evening of Thursday, March 23.
The contest was open
to the students of the college department. Fred P. Grundtish, of Dayton, in
his eulogy on “Robert Emmet” excelled both in oratory and in literary merit,
and was accordingly awarded the medal. Lawrence W. Strattner, also of Dayton, having for his subject “America as a World Power,’ was second, and Leo
M. Walsh, of Springfield, speaking on “Graft,” was given third honors.

The

other contestants of the evening were: Ignatius A. Hart, of Cleveland, Thomas

L. Kearns, of Springfield, Eugene C. Gerlach, of Sidney, John F. Dillon and
Francis M. Mueller, of Dayton.
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All the contestants deserve much credit both for their excellent compositions
and their delivery.
The judges for the occasion were Rev. William J. Egan, Attorney John C.
Shea, and Dr. D. G. Reilly.
This occasion was also chosen by the Athletic Association to honor the undefeated Basket-ball Five of 1910-1911, by publicly bestowing upon them the
monograms.
Music appropriate to the occasion, rendered by the Student Orchestra, and a
selection by the S. M. I. Glee Club, contributed to make the evening a pleasant
entertainment.
The program for the evening was as follows:
Overture—Inspiration, Hayes; The Strenuous Life, John F. Dillon; Robert
Emmet, Francis M. Mueller; Irish Intermezzo—Dublin Daisies, Weurich; The
Socialistic Labor Party, Thomas L. Kearns; Our Navy, Ignatius A. Hart; Anvil
Chorus—I1 Trovatore, Verdi; America as a World Power, Lawrence W. Strattner; Graft, Leo M. Walsh; Waltz—Nora Malone, Von Tilder; Robert Emmet,
Fred P. Grundtisch; Socialism, Eugene C. Gerlach; S. M. I. Quartette, Moonlight on the Lake, White; Awarding of Monograms to Basket-ball Team, 19101911; Decision of Judges; Finale—March, Under Fire, Hearn.
Prof. Willis

L. Moore

On Wednesday evening, March 8, through the kind invita-

tion of Congressman James Cox, the students of the College

and High School departments were given an opportunity to
hear Prof. Willis L. Moore, Chief of the United States Weather Bureau.
Professor Moore, in a forcible and interesting address expalined the cause of
the air currents, the methods used in forecasting the weather, and in recording
at Washington the various atmospheric conditions in every locality of the
United States.

,

By means of stereopticon slides he graphically explained the weather chart
that is sent out to every locality by the respective stations, and showed the
operation of and the havoc caused by tornadoes.
zs
In closing his remarks, Professor Moore assured the audience that a government station would be established in Dayton in the near future.

Zehler

Literary
Circle
rendered.

The Zehler Literary Circle, of the II. High A held a most

successful session, February 21.
and Lincoln’ number.

It was their “Washington

The various numbers were very well

What proved to be the most interesting was the debate, “Resolved,

That Washington was a greater man than Lincoln.”

how ably the youthful orators handled their subject.

It was surprising to see

The decision of the judges

favored the affirmative side.
Program: Music, R. Schenk; Greater Dayton, W. Kuntz; The Escape, A. Zeller; Mineral Products, A. Krusling; Essay on Merchant of Venice, W. Wintermeyer.

Debate, Resolved, That Washington was a greater man than Lincoln.

Affirmative: Geo. Mahoney, Arch. Campbell; Negative:
Dunn.

Otto Krusling, Gerald

Judges: C. Creedon, B. Kranz, A. Zeller, W. Wintermeyer, R. Pflaum,
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The students of II. High—B held the March session for the
study of Longfellow. The program rendered was as follows:

Circle
Essay, Biographical Sketch of Longfellow, L. Swift; Recitation,
“Evangeline,” J. Weigand; Essay, The Children’s Poet, J. Burbridge; Recitation, “The Wreck of the Hesperus,’ L. Swift; Essay, The Catholicity of Longfellow, T. Roche; Recitation, “That Candidate,” C. Fitzpatrick; Essay, Literary
Life of Longfellow, C. Hochwalt; Essay, Keramos, A. Meininger; Hiawatha,
A Symposium, J. Windbiel, W. Schleinitz, W. Faigle, R. Summers, E. Lause.
The various essays were interspersed with songs, rendered by. E. Cole. All
the papers were proof of earnest work.
Mr. S.
Hartman

On February 9, Mr. S. Hartman, Manager of the American
Cigar Company, conducted the Senior Business Class through
this great plant, explaining in detail the various stages of the
manufacture of cigars, and the methods, both modern and old. At the end of
the trip Mr. Hartman gave the boysa bit of “fatherly” advise, warning them =
shun the evils that entice youth so readily to go wrong.
Mr. John
Zonar

On February 9, Mr. John Zonar, one of Dayton’s best confectioners, delivered a very interesting talk to the Business
classes on modern Turkey, his native home. The many strange
customs of the country, depicted so graphically, more than held the boys spellbound.

Mr. A. J.
Douglas

On March 1, the Senior Business Class visited the Bell Telephone Eastern Exchange Office to witness the latest improvements in that line of business. Owing to the courtesy of Mr.
Douglas, District Manager, his kind invitation was readily accepted.
Mr. Maurice

T. Otto

On March 10, Mr. M. T. Otto, Manager of the Erie Office,

explained before the classes the use and importance of “Way

Bill” and “Bill of Lading,’ and also the Junction System of
forwarding goods from one point to the other over the line. The numerous
questions asked brought out clear what seemed to be misty.

Mr. Charles

Reiling

On March 21, Mr. C. Reiling, Manager of “The Elder and

Johnston Company,” discussed and proved that “Selling Below

Cost” is a gain. The many examples, incidents, and the blackboard talk, helped quite’a bit to convince his attentive audience. Besides this,
many side issues were clearly demonstrated. To one and all, kind friends,
a hearty “thank you” and “Au revoir.”

Musical

Notes

The Student Orchestra played the following popular pieces

at the motion pictures, Sunday March 12 and 26, given to the
Boarding Students of-the Institute:

1.

March 12. J’ll be There with Bells on, Morse; March, High Jinks, Whidden-

Conrad; March, Dancing Starlight, Glockau; Waltz, That Dreamy Italian Waltz,
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Piantadosi; Waltz, When the Daisies Bloom, Owen; March, It Looks Like a
Big Night, Van Alstyn; March, We’ve Kept the Golden Rule, Wenrich.
Il. March 26. The Young Husband, Kretschmer; Waltz, Swing Me High, Hollender; Rag, Wild Cherries, Snyder; Waltz, In All My Dreams, Piantadosi;
Novelette, Pearls, Moret; -Waltz, My Cavalier, Nathan; March, Cavalleria Rusticana, arr. by Van Alstyne; Idyl, Avalon, Moret; Romanza Two-Step, Floating
Along, Buffington.
Violin Solo, (a) Caprice, Fritz Kreisler; (b) Valse, No. 6,
Op. 64, Chopin, by Robert Schenk, Violin, and Joseph Schlaudecker, Piano.
St. Patrick’s
Day.

On Thursday, March 19, the boys of the Third Division
visited the various fire engine houses of the city of Dayton.
The afternoon was pleasantly spent inspecting everything
from beginning to end, thanks to the courtesy of the firemen.
On St. Patrick’s Day the boys passed the afternoon visiting the offices of the
Dayton Journal and the News. The engraving, typesetting, and printing departments were all carefully explained and all went home with a better idea of
modern printing than before.
In the evening of the same day, a short entertainment was held in the
Division club room, decorated for the occasion. The program consisted chiefly
of music, recitations, and comic stories.

Peter’s
Pence

The contributions for the support of the Holy Father for
the month of March amounted to $16. Fourth High, Highth
Grade A, and_Seventh Grade, had each an average of 14 cents.

Frep Sturm, 714, Editor.

In reviewing the past basket-ball season we find it difficult to give vent to our
praise to the team for the grand showing it made and for the honor it brought
to St. Mary’s. But in praising the team, let us not overlook the man behind the
works,

the

man

who, -with

two

veterans

and

three

recruits,

whipped

into

shape a team that was without a peer in basket-balldom. We refer to Harry
Solimano. Harry was a graduate of 07 class and already then
sachs

a promising athlete; but it was only after his college days that

H. Solimano he loomed up, the greatest and cleverest guard of Dayton
and of the State. When he assayed to coach the St. Mary’s team he faced a
grave proposition, but his genius as a coach surmounted all difficulties, and as
a memorial of his work stands the immortal ’10—’11 team. “Solly” believed in
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the “use-your-brains” style of play and he never tired oxing that into the team.
When he had once driven that so-hard-to-be-remembered principle into the men,
he perfected his work by constant and intelligent practice. We hope that Harry
Solimano will continue the good work begun this year, and that in the years

to come his name will stand immortal in the history of the St. Mary’s Athletic
Association.
Center

Urban Boll

There was Boll at center, the greatest center of Dayton.

He

was in every game from start to finish, always showing the

same classy form, always a menace to the opponents’ basket,
always up to some trick that brought forth the laughing admiration of the
audience. Big Boll’s six feet and some made it possible for him to slap the
ball at nearly every jump, and not unfrequently when beneath the basket, to
push the ball over the rim.
Then

there’s Captain Janszen, a clever forward of great

Cap. A. Janszen ability.

Forwards

He could easily grace any champion team in the State.

H. Sacksteder Besides being fast and agile, he was considered the headiest
man on the team, exhibiting his classiest playing in those difficult places where
others would have flunked. Some of the most sensational basket-shooting he
accomplished, even when he had a guard clinging to him like a leach, and
always at a time to inspire confidence when the team was wavering. His partner on the job was Sacksteder. On him did Janszen rely, when the playing was
falling down, to pull it out of the rut. He was the strong man of the team;
always playing with fiery vigor, he entered into every fray and flew along in
every pass-work. In one instant he was taking away the visitor’s ball from
beneath their basket, in the next he was beneath his own, tossing the pill
to safety. When fouls were to be thrown, mathematical precision called on
“Saxy” to make the points.
Guards
I. Hart
G. Mahoney

The two guards included in the line-up of the famous five
are Hart and Mahoney. They worked together like arms of
a human body. Each knew where the other was, while opponent forwards were their common property. Hart was a seasoned battler of
last year and knew the crinks of the art. He had that knack of mixing in the .
‘general pass-work when his assistance was sorely needed by the closely-guarded
forwards, and always when guarding on his part would have been wasted time.
The fact is, he knew his place—the most valuable asset a guard can acquire. It
seems as if the Mahoney end of the team refuses to be downed. For several
years they have held important positions on the team, and the present indications sight them there for years to come. To Mahoney, “Solly” consigned the
real guarding part because of the dogged determination and stick-to-itiveness
with which he always played.
Subs

St. Mary’s was blessed with fine material on hand this year.

Neary-Schweers The three, closely seconding the five whom “Solly” chose as
McKinney
utility men were: McKinney, an aggressive, nimble guard with
remarkable coolheadedness; Neary, a fine forward for his age, and one of the
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coming stars of St. Mary’s, and Schweers, an all-round man, best suited when
stacked up against a cracker-jack of the opponent team; and at the end, comes
along “Smiling” Joe Sutton.

Record

9, 1910

Levande [Uso se: 14

December 16, 1910
January 13, 1911
January 20, 1911
January 27, 1911
February 3,

Cedarville C.
Friars, “Az Os As
|
Deiance} Gy 40ers
Antiveh (C2232 332.
Uap Meeease

February 10,

Cincinnati U. ....... 18

February 17,
February 22,
March 7, 1911

|

8
27
28
24
20

Dayton Old Boys... .33
Notre Dame U

NDNNANDNDM
MMi

December

The following represents the choicest bunch of victories ever
landed on the S. M. I. basket-ball court:

eee

Quite a varied assortment of athletes have been placed under

Team

the tutorship of Coach Polley, and although the task is difficult,

he will try to make something out of them all. He is going
after the track team in dead earnest. St. Mary’s never was represented along
this line, but Polley thinks with the fine material on hand he can develop a
good bunch of runners and jumpers who will compete for honors for the Institute this year. Blair is the most notable of the sprinters. Already he paces
the 100-yard dash at a little above ten seconds, and with a little coaching he
will make better results and lower his record.
Senn leads in the hurdles;
. Synnett and Shiels at the pole vault; Sacksteder in the short run; Kline and
Dick at the shot; Braun at the high jump.
;
Base Ball

Balls are flying thick over the campus; the baseball enthusiasts are oiling their joints and making ready for the grand
opening game of the season. Just who will be included in the
line-up of the nine has not been stated, but, since most of the line-up of last
year’s team is back again, it is expected they will make the team this year.
However, there is some new material very catching to the coach’s eye, and it
would not be surprising to see them in this year’s line-up. Hart is doped as
catcher, with Werder as his understudy; Rip McKinney, the twirling artist,
assisted by Kearns and Senn; Sutton, Janszen, Baker, Fogarty, Berghoff, and
McDonough for the other infield positions; while probably Clark, Tague, and
- Klein will be sent out to pull down the flies.
The following baseball schedule for the season has been handed in by Manager

Seidensticker of the Association:
April 22, Wilmington College; April 27, Springfield College: May 4, Miamisburg Military Institute; May 10, Lebanon University; May 20, Earlham College:
May 27, Cincinnati University; June 3, Antioch College.

Academy Basket Ball Team
H. Shafer
A. Campbell
C. Braun
M. Kuntz
F. O'Neil
A. Hirsch E. Neary, (Capt.) H. Bahlman H. Wickham
F. Mahoney
G. Mahoney

17 Seniors I] Team............
Tigers—Forfeited
14 Medways
25 Stivers Hi
32 Carlisles
24 Stivers Hi
32 Carlisles
23 Utopias
176

vs Juniors
vs Juniors
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

Juniors
Juniors
Juniors
Juniors
Juniors
Juniors

q The record of the S. M. I. Juniors is something to be proud of.

Eight

victories and one defeat by the Carlisles, which was retrieved later in the

season shows the strength of the team that represented the Second Division
of the Resident Students the past season. With the exception of Medways
and Stivers, both High School Teams with reputations in their timber land,
the quintets that faced the Juniors were strong ceams from Bomberger Park,
sturdy teams that have played the game for several seasons.

The Juniors’

team work and snappy style of play mark them as comers, and it would not
surprise us to see a few of them making good with the Varsity team next
season.

Third Division Basket Ball Team
A. Krusling

A. Menninger
R. Schenck
M.Lansdell
J. Schlaudecker (Ref.)

G. Mahony (Coach)
A. Kranz (Capt.)
E. Purpus

W. Reitemeier

Fourth Division Basket Ball Team
C. Mey er
R. Neary
Tt. Monning

E. Neary (Coach)
F. Kovacic (Capt.)
A. McDonald

J. Rolandelli
F.
A. Pohlman

Gaynor
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If DIVISION.

Juniors—43

On Thursday night, March 9, in one of the most exciting

Vs.

games, the Champion Carlisles of Bomberger went down in

Carlisles—32

defeat before the fast and clever Juniors.

The playing was

fast and clean; the game intense throughout, with the score nearly always tie.
Throwing in their strongest argument towards the end, the Juniors filed six
baskets in rapid succession, deciding victory theirs. The line-up:
Juniors—G. Mahoney, r. f.; Kuntz, 1. f.; Fr. Mahoney, c.; Shafer, r. g.; Klein,
Ls
Carlisles—Decker, r. f.; Gregor, Unger, 1. f.; Boll, c.; Weaver, r. g.: O’Connell, I. g.

Juniors—54
Although the Utopias had once taken the Carlisles to camp,
Jen
they were unable to do anything with the unrivalled Juniors,
Utopias—23 and making but 23 points they beat a hasty retreat down the
lane. The game was rough at times, but the superior playing of the locals refused to lose sight of victory. The line-up:
Juniors—Kuntz, G. Mahoney, r. f.; Fr. Mahoney, 1. f.; Braun, c.; Shafer, r. g.;
Klein, 1. g.
Utopias—Weymouth, r,. f.; Soneman, 1. g.; Requarth, c.; Reigelsperger, r. g.;
Bender, 1. g.
THE CADETS.
The track and baseball fever that invaded St. Mary’s during the past month
could not pass by without being felt by the Cadets. The S. M. C. Athletic Association met on several occasions and the proposition of having a track team
was enthusiastically received by all the members.
The main business of these meetings was the baseball team of the coming
season. Many aspirants have handed in their names and the prospect for a
strong team are brighter than ever. All of last year’s stars are still there with
the goods, but they will have to hustle to keep their positions. Bro. Binlein
last year’s coach, will again resume his position, assisted by the Athletic Director, Harry Solimano. William Slick was elected manager of the baseball
squad, and under his supervision an interesting schedule will be drawn up.
The financial standing of the Association received a boost, owing to thequintet of 1910-11, and this enables the Cadets to boast of their club as one of=
the best in the Gem City.
Lovu1s ROTTERMANN, 714.

IIT DIVISION.
Reserves—32

7

vs.

The Reserves showed their classy mettle when they, in the

. second bout with the U. B.’s, came out on top with a 32—4

U. B. Intermedi-

EES:

As Bin e

score.

The game was slow, the-Reserves having the ball in

their possession nearly all the time, The line-up:
Reserves—Steffen, r. f.; Farrell, 1. f.; Gladen, c.; Gross, r. g.; Ott, 1. g.
U. B.—Stuart, r. f.; Kastner, 1. 1.; Boden, c.; Long, r. g.; Shroyer, 1. g.
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Reserves—14
The Reserves defeated the five that represent Chicago in the
vs.
IIf. Divison in a well-played game. The lineup:

Chicago—12 Reserves—Same as in previous game.
Chicago—Reitmeier; r. f.; Windbiel, 1. g.; Stegmeier, c.; Schmitt, r. g.; Sherlock, 1. g.

Dutch—16

Upholding a time-honored custom, the III. Division divided

vs.

Into two camps on St. Patrick’s Day.

Irish—11

Over one floated the

green; over the other the red; but not for long.

In a decided

battle the Red came out on top to the tune 16—11. The line-up:
Dutch—Stegmeier, r. f.; Schenk, 1. f.; Reitemeier, c.; Gross, r. g.; Purpus, l. g.
Irish—Landsdell, r. f.; Sheehan, 1. f.; Keagler, c.; Nugent, r. g.; Farrel, l. g.
The league standing at the close of the season:
Class A.

Class B.

WON LOST

PCT.

Farmans
Paulhans
Dumonts
Moissants

-762
-571
.429
.238

'

WON LOST

Grahams
Wilburs
Orvilles
Lathams

Ill DIVISION BASKET-BALL LEAGUE.
Farmans.
A. Krusling, Capt.
A, Menninger
M. Landsdell
J. Burch
E. Munch.

E.
E.
C.
F.
H.

J
Class A.
Paulhans.
Dumonts
Purpus, Capt.
A. Kranz, Capt.
Gross
J. Stegmeier
Gladen
C. Sherlock
Kessler
F. Steffen
Keagler
J. Harpring

Moissants.
R. Schenk, Capt.
W. Reitemeier
R,. Morin
V. Farrell
F. Nugent

Class B.

Grahams.
F.
O.
H.
B.
F.

Wilburs.

Cummings, Capt. J. Hogan, Capt.
Krusling
W. Voss
Keenan
L. Heile
Kranz
H. Maguire
Boote
J. Schweiterman

Orvilles.
S.
K.
P.
J.
C.

Ott, Capt.
Kranz
Burch.
Lawson
Schmitt

Lathams.
W. Wintermeyer,
E. Hais
T. Oppenheim
J. Windbiel
L. Gendron

Geo. Mahoney, coach; J. Schlaudecker, referee; A. Ochs, umpire; J. Windbiel,
scorer; B. Hampe, timer; E. Purpus, sporting editor.
IV DIVISION.

Regulars—36
vs.
Cubs—5

On February 22, the Regulars doubled up the Cubs and won
handily, closing the game with the score 36 to 5.
were lost.

The Cubs

Through the greater part of the game they merely

ran after their opponents, and, taking no part in the pass-work, they scored no
baskets. The shooting of Kovacic and Neary was superb; the passing of Monnin, and the guarding of Rolandelli and Pohlmann was excellent. The line-up:
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IV. Division—Kovacic, 1. f.; Neary, r. f.; Monning, c.; Gaynor,
Rolandelli, 1. g.;
Pohlman, r. g.
Cubs—Lichter, r. f.; Pollock, 1. f.; Williams, c.; Diehlhar
t, 1. g.; Dippel, r. g.
IV Division—23 In a fast game, March 4, the Regulars cleaned up on
a bunch
vs.
who style themselves the Mohawks. The pace grew more exMohawks—S
citing as the game advanced; but number of points
gave the
game to the Regulars. The line-up:
IV. Division—Kovacie, 1. f.; Neary, r . §.; Monning, c.; Pohlmann, r. g.; Gaynor, Le
Mohawks—Diehlhart, 1. f.; Baskerville, r. f.; Angelmeyer, c.;
Junker, r. g.;
Vander, 1. f.

Regulars—40
vs.

Haskells—7

On March 9, the Haskells succumbed to the superior playing
of the Regulars. This makes the seventeenth consecutive vic-

tory for the brave quintet, and they
bid fair to keep the season’s
slate clean. The playing at all stages was peerless ; the passwork
the best; the
speed the fiery kind that makes the teamastellar aggregation. The line-up:

Regulars—Same as in previous game.
Haskells—Bleicher, 1. f.; Hochwalt, r. f.; Reynolds, c.; Williams, 1.
g.; Broadstone, r. g.
LEAGUE STANDING.
Class A.

Class B.

WON LOST
Victors
Alerts
Zeniths
Eurekas

PCT.
-800
. 667
267
. 267

WON LOST

PCT.
944
-500 |
.333
- 222

Class ae
Victors.
. Kovacic, Capt.

. Meyer
. Decker
. Menninger
. Server

Alerts.

R.
H.
H.
U.
M.

Zeniths.

Neary, Capt.
Monning
McEntee

A. Pohlmann, Capt. F. Gaynor, Capt.

Berry

L. Hines

Remelin

A. McDonald
U. Leinninger
J. Ott

E.
M.
J.
C.

Kuntz
Adams
Rolandelli
Bontraeger

Class B.
Pearls.

Agates.

. Keagler, Capt.

. Busch, Capt.

. Ernst
. Busch

. Weed.

. Braun

. Leinninger

. Heile
. Fien
. Emmanuel

Crystals.
H. Sanchez, Capt.
H. Goesling
G. Klopp
N. Emrie
E. Roth

Diamonds
G. Donavon, Capt.
E. Burke
J. McClelland
J. M. Connolly
S. Du Brul
Chas. S. Meyer
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THE PRODIGAL JUDGE, by VAUGHAN KESTER.
Merrill Company. 1911. 448 pp., $1.25.

Indianapolis, The Bobbs-

“The Prodigal Judge,” by Paul Kester, and illustrated by M. Leone Bracker,
is a story that makes us all the better for having read it; a story that we finish
with decided satisfaction, only to take it up and slowly read it again at our
leisure. Whether it be the life at the Barony or life on the plantation, we are
brought back to the days when men and women lived, in direct contrast to the
pace that kills, to-day. The story is not without strength of plot, for the tale
of the Clan, carried on in an underhand way among the negro plantations,
threatens to become a servile insurrection.
The characters are of the sturdy type, the kind that live with us long after
we have read their lives, either for their strength of purpose or the kindly
feeling stirred up within our hearts. Yancy, with his big, kind heart; Hannibal, his adopted nephew, about whom the tale unconsciously revolves; and
the Judge who feels that the world owes him a living, are living in a plane, a
world above the sordid and corrupt methods of Capt. Murrell and Tom: Ware
and Fentress.

The author does not seem to é#ell his story; he enchants us to the scene,
where like an Ariel, unseen, we move about among the noble souls with their
generous, kindly thoughts; or follow, at a safe distance, in mute terror, the
wicked plotting of corrupted minds.

Betty and Bruce! would that they could live forever with us, and teach the
world to-day, and especially the younger generation, the nobility, the strength,
the devotedness of constant, unselfish love. And the Prodigal Judge! human
in his weakness, admirable in the latent strength of character, looms up with
noble, generous purpose, fearless in the midst of his enemies, a true savior and
father of the oppressed.

FORTUNATA, by MARJORIE PATTERSON.
1911.
335 pp., $1.20.

New York, Harper & Brothers.

Fortunata is a tale of distinctly Italian atmosphere. We hear so much of
the titled nobleman who is seeking after the millions of our American girls,
that it is a change, in fact a relief to read of a titled, but literally bankrupt
girl of the continent seeking reimbursement from the marriage with a wealthy
Englishman. Fortunata, as well as the other feminine characters of the titled
class, are portrayed in a manner that

is

anything but complimentary.

The

change of scene from Italy to England is handled well by the authoress, and
shows familiarity with the places sketched in the pages of the story. The
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delineation of characters is so pronounced that we cannot fail to feel a nausea
for the deceitful ways of these warm-blooded sirens of the southern clime. We
believe, however, that the authoress could have brought her interesting novel
to a happy and clever close, instead of choosing the medium she did. No matter how true to fact, fiction, except when built on well-known lines is never bound
to follow out morbid ends of weakened and diseased minds.
THE VENTURE, by R. NORMAN GRISEWOOD.
Company.
1911.
228 pp., $1.00.

New York, R. F. Fenno &

“The Venture” is a weird story of the invention of a scientist who has been
a deep student of the spirit world. His investigations in the laboratory have
led to the construction of an electrical apparatus, which, with specially-constructed cells change matter, even a human being from solid form to wisps of vapory
matter, to shadowy delineation, thin and ethereal. This scientific professor has
discovered not a new spirit world, but a “material plane,’ and has found by
experimenting with animals that it is probably inhabited. He elicits the aid of
a physician and together they are charged from the @elludome, and transported
to this new plane which they find to be inhabited, and, moreover, to be located
in this mundane sphere. The history of the happenings of these two enthusiastic experimenters, and the consequent results from an interesting story, woven
with a pretty tale of love in keeping with the atmosphere of the book. “The
Venture” should prove of great interest to the many who are looking for something new as a relief from the “tried-and-found-wanting” plots of to-day.
PRINCESS KATHERINE, by KATHERINE TYNAN.
New York, Duffield
and Company. 1911. 331 pp., $1.20.
_The majority of Catholic readers are acquainted with the works of Katherine
Tynan, and will attest to their literary merit, their interest and their uplifting
power. The novel before us is a very interesting and pathetic story of the
love and filial piety of a daughter for her fallen mother. Mrs. Duncan, after

the death of her second husband, had become a slave to drink, and her doings
had become a scandal to the community. Her daughter Katherine, “Katty,”
fresh from an aristocratic French convent school, with all the daintiness, sense
of decorum and horror of anything shocking that such schools inculcate, comes
upon the scene. Far from spurning her parent for her evil tendencies, Katty
cares for her, sacrifices all for her, even the pure and noble love of Sir Martin
Lynch, a true gentleman, in order to redeem her from drink. The death of the
mother alone puts an end to Katty’s sacrifices.

The story contairs a number

of interesting incidents, and various well-drawn characters, but to us, the
patience, love, devotedness and sacrifices of the heroine constitute the real
charm of the book. Princess Katherine is a character well worth becoming
acquainted with.
A CAPTAIN OF RALEIGH’S, by G@. E. THEODORE ROBERTS. Boston, L. C.
Page & Co. 1911. 351 pp., $1.50.
This is a romance pure and simple with plenty of excitement and adventure.
The plot is laid in the days when might was right, when the Atlantic main
teemed with pirates and privateers, and when it was a gentleman’s duty to
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champion the cause of a woman that might stand in need of his assistance.
The author locates his incidents on the coast of Newfoundland in the colonizing
days, when the colonists were in constant trouble with pirate fishermen, who,
besides seeking the treasures of wealth to be gotten from the waters of Conception Bay, attacked the colonists and strove to keep them from the land.
The interest centers about Elizabeth Duwaney, the magistrate’s daughter, and
a heroine of the stereotype romantic class, and Captain John Percy, a comrade
of Sir Walter Raleigh’s, who, when Raleigh was executed, in deep chagrin
had betaken himself to a half piratical, half privateering life. He is of a
similar chivalrous and brave character as his master. The book is well written
and there is not a dull page in it.
-

FOR CHARLES THE ROVER, by MAY WYNNE. New York, R. F. Fenno
e.CO.2°1911.-. $24 pp. $1.50:
The story of Bonnie Prince Charlie is well known to every true Celt, but
seldom has it been told as fascinatingly as the fair authoress does in this volume. Love, honor and loyalty are the heart sentiments that prevail in the
vivid descriptions and the book has few equals among the historical novels of
the present century. Captain Graham and Morty O’Sullivan are the main characters whose recklessness, daring and loyalty to a cause are of absorbing interest, heightened by the charm of a true, faithful, self-sacrificing woman. Ireland’s sons and daughters will ever be and remain the most fascinating heros
and heroines of romance by virtue of their love of country, fidelity and loyalty
to God and the Church.
/

FOUR IN A FAMILY, by FLORIDA P. SUMMERWELL. Indianapolis, The
Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1911. $1.00.
In “Black Beauty,’ by Anna Seawell, we are charmed by the views a horse
takes of life. In this unique tale human beings are viewed by a dog and in
highly amusing phrases

the authoress relates the incidents

life of a highly respectable

family.

Basso,

the dog, is the

in

the

everyday

“fourth”

in

the

family, the most honored and useful, keeping everybody jolly and instrumental
in the furtherance of a pretty romance.
The story is certainly an original
production, yet the varied experiences of our canine friend are confined within
the range of possibilities, and his views of things, persons and places is unfailingly maintained throughout the interesting tale.
THE HONOR OF THE BIG SNOWS, by JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD,
apolis, The Bobbs-Merrill Co.
1911.
318 pp., $1.25.

Indian-

The Hudson Bay Country, as the Canadian Northwest is often called, fur-

nishes varied and thrilling experiences by its hardy inhabitants. The author
depicts the divers characters interwoven fascinatingly, poetically and true to
life.

Hunting, trapping and fishing is the order of the day in those regions

and the vivid descriptions furnished, appeal to.the lovers of nature.

Love and

revenge are the two passions that steer the chief characters of a well-conceived
plot and the reader is charnied by the tender romance, humor and the fine
sentiment of friendship, and the dramatic sentiment is firmly maintained until

the climax is reached.
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Ian, the hero of the tale, is indeed a unique and striking character, a primitive man, one of nature’s giants, and a musical genius. His devotion to litle
Melisse is extremely dramatic, holding the interest and sympathy as few characters and fewer authors have power to do. The story is certinly a strong
combination of power and fascinating simplicity. The picturing of a human
drama of vital significance to the reader.
THE INTELLECTUALS, by CANON SHEEHAN.
Green & Co. 1911. 386 pp., $1.50.

New York, Longmans,

This book deals with a latent possibility that Ireland’s future, when a wider
and more rational system of education prevails and the barriers of racial and
sectarian prejudices are thrown down, will be one of glory and renown as it
was in days of yore. The experiments of Irish Club Life which the author
portrays, the various subjects discussed and erudite papers on social and
domestic economy read, all tend to prove that there exists no invincible antagonism: amongst the Irish people, and no mutual repugnance that could not be
In an artistic manner a slight
removed by freer and kindlier intercourse.
romance is interwoven, by means of which the author wishes to prove that
it is not an incompatible or impossible situation, that two souls revolving
round each other, a planet with its sun with one taking heat and light from
the greater being, the greater being diffusing its warmth and radiance and controlling power over the lesser, yet each moving in its own orbit, and never
attracted by or approaching the other; in other words, two souls loving each
other intensely, in fact a God-given love, and yet by force of circumstances,
social conditions and environment unable to come nearer and dearer to each
other. The idea is too transcendental to become general, but it is not an impossible condition and in fact does exist. The entire work is one of power
and force and will appeal to all readers of serious thought, especially to students of psychology.
FORGED IN STRONG FIRES, by JOHN IRONSIDES. Boston, Little, Brown
and Co, 1911. 318 pp., $1.25.
John Ironsides, who has given us a story chuck full of interest.in “The Red
Symbol,” has repeated and given us another splendid story entitled “Forged in
Strong Fires.” The scene is laid during and after the Boer War. If we stop
to think of it, it is not many years ago at all, when our papers and periodicals
teemed with accounts of that war; but these accounts dealt mostly with battles
and sieges, and not with that other side of the war, namely, the description
of social ties and the misery and grief brought upon individual families.
“Forged in Strong Fires” gives us the story of the Granville family during the
struggle between Boer and Briton; and the troubles and trials which that family underwent furnish abundant material for an interesting plot.

In the midst

of numerous tragic events, the author finds a place for a charming love theme
which centers principally about Joyce Granville, the girl who was “one by
herself,’ and Chris André, a well educated young Boer. The plot of the story
is carried out with much power and with intense dramatic interest, and the
characters are splendidiy drawn and are interesting until the very end of
the book.
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ROBERT KIMBERLY, by FRANK HAMILTON SPEARMAN.
New York,
Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1911. 4388 pp., $1.35 net.
That mixed marriages make family life a tragedy is the theme of Robert
Kimberly. In this dramatic story of the smart set, Frank Spearman delineates
in strong writing the moneyed-sot and unfaithful husband, MacBirney;
the charming personality of Alice, his wife, the pity-invoking, but yielding
Catholic; the infidel lover, Robert Kimberly, a Napoleon of business, and afterwards a convert. The homilies of Brother Francis and of the Archbishop on
such soul-questions as suicide and divorce are concise and convincing. Robert
Kimberly will bring home the lesson to those Catholics who do not scruple in
sacrificing their faith in the blindness of their love or in their desire to attain to social position. The four colored illustrations by James Montgomery
Flagg add greatly to the beauty of the book. We wish “Robert Kimberly” even
a greater success than that which the author’s “Whispering Smith” has
achieved.
THE RED ROOM, by WILLIAM LE QUEUX.
Co. 1911. 294 pp., $1.50.

Boston, Little, Brown and

One of the best detective stories published in the last decade of years. A professor of chemistry, a man of renown and erudition, is found stabbed to the
heart and his features burned beyond recognition behind the locked door of
his laboratory in London.
Yet according to the evidence of his daughter
Ethelwyn and others, he was travelling on that fateful night to Edinburgh.
His trusted friend, Kirshaw Kirk, slept in a room adjoining to the laboratory
and incidentally guarded the only entrance to it. Another man named Holford, is drawn blindly into the weird affair, losing his wife for a time, which
well night renders him crazy. No solution is given until the climax is reached
and then it is found to be as astounding as the weird facts related. The tale
holds the attention of the reader in a vise-like grip.
BEHIND THE SCREENS IN JAPAN, by EVELYN ADAM.
Putnam’s Sons. 1910. 277 pp., $1.50 net.

New York, G. P.

The book, as the name indicates, views the Japanese “from the inside outwards.” The papers in this little volume are the record of an Englishwoman’s
impressions during a six-years’ stay in Japan. The book is novel in its treatment of the Jap. It will prove interesting and instructive in the study of
this Eastern nation, where obedience to government, the pursuit of simple
pleasures, the unexpected streak of treachery, the love of study, mimicry, with
curiosity and irresponsibility go to make up a people though dwarfed in size,
titanic in energy.

NORWICH AND THE BROADS.

Pictured by Ernest Haslehust and Described

by Walter Jerrold. Boston, Dana, Estes & Co. 1911. 56 pp., $1.25.
This fascinating and artistic little volume, constituting one of the “Beautiful England Series,” is a unique and felicitous combination of literature and
art. Both the artist and the author deserve to be complimented upon the success with which they got up this handsome little volume. Mr. Ernest Hasle-hust’s beautifully-colored illustrations are a fitting complement to Mr. Walter
2
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Besides depicting many of the attractive
Jerrold’s charming descriptions.
features of the “City of Churches,” the author records as much of the “ancient”
history of this time-hallowed spot as the narrow scope of his work would permit. The variety and excellent quality of the paintings enhance the book’s
literary attractiveness, and in no small degree determine its monetary value.
THE BOY SCOUTS OF THE EAGLE PATROL, by LIEUT. HOWARD PAYSON. New York, Hurst & Company. 1911. 302 pp., 60 cents.
The “Boy Scouts Movement” has taken hold of the young lovers of outdoor sport in many of our larger cities and where it is directed in a wise and
judicious manner, is resultant of much good. In this volume the natural traits
of boy nature is depicted and the youthful heroes through their grit and honest
endeavors succeed in rescuing several of their companions from serious mishap, defending innocent ones from the wiles of malevolent characters. It is
of absorbing interest to youthful readers and contains many useful lessons

for the formation of character.
UNDER THE ROOF OF THE JUNGLE, by CHARLES LIVINGSTON BULL,
Boston, L. C. Page & Co. 1911. 271 pp., $2.00 net.
The book before us is highly entertaining and instructive. It will prove most
interesting to the general reader as well as to the animal lover. The author
gives the results of his natural history explorations in the wild and beautiful
jungle regions, which spread in unbroken sweep from the Gulf of Mexico to the
southern limits of Brazil, and from the mouth of the Amazon to the Andes
Though not presented in scientific phraseology, the results are
Mountains.
given as strictly authentic. The fourteen narratives of jungle tragedy have
the fascination of fiction. In his capacity as one of the foremost illustrators
of animal life, Mr. Bull presents to the public a highly artistic book. The vol- |
ume has a decorative cover and wrapper, with sixty full-page plates in color
and black and white, cover design and many minor decorations from drawings
made from sketches done on the spot by the author.
THE SKIPPER AND THE SKIPPED, by HOLMAN DAY.. New York, Harper

and Brothers.

1911.

417 pp., $1.50.

A quaint tale of a retired sea captain, late skipper of the Jefferson P. Benn,
laid by the feel through rheumatism and forced by circumstances to succeed
to his Uncle Jerry as toll-gate keeper at the bridge leading to town. His quaint
seafaring tales, his natural love of truth and honesty, his fearlessness in repressing the evil rampant among his townsmen, especially the manner in which he
corrected the Boss of the town, Colonel Ward, and the simple romance of his
love affair, though fifty years of age, and the sweet devotedness of his late
partner in life, Louada Murilla, are all depicted with a quaint, vivacious
lingo with plenty of tar and salt-water phrases, humorous and yet full of sound
common sense, absorbing and interesting.
THE SPIRIT OF ST. FRANCIS DE SALBES, by his friend, JEAN PIERRE
CAMUS, Bishop of Belley. Translated by J. S. New and enlarged edition with
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a preface by his grace the Archbishop of Westminster. New York, Benziger
Brothers. 1910. 504 pp., $1.80 net.
“The Spirit of St. Francis de Sales,” written by the most intimate friend
and
disciple of this gentlest of saints, Mgr. Camus, bishop of Belley, complement
s
_ the works of St. Francis himself. One who has read this present
publication
will understand better the Introduction to a Devoted Life, Treatise
on the
Love of God, etc.
:
;
The variety of subjects touched upon offers ample food for meditation
and
reflection both to seculars and religious. To the man in the world
striving to
observe the commandments, and to the religious in the cloister
aiming at perfection by the observance of the counsels, this book will prove
a guide to show
them “that safe and easy way of sanctification and salvation, which
it was the
special mission of the saintly Bishop of Geneva to make known
to the world.”

THE DEVIL’S PARABLES AND OTHER ESSAYS, by JOHN
HANNON.
New York. 1910. 203 pp., $0.90 net.
A splendid series of live essays on live topics. Such headings
of chapters
as.“God and the Rod,” “Boys,” “The Making of an Anarchist
,” “Socialism,”
“Man-made Creeds,” “The Priest as Father and Friend,’ are
an indication of
the author’s fine judgment in selecting his themes, and the perusal
of any halfdozen pages of the book will convince even the casual reader
that he is being
regaled with good, racy, readable English. Even an occasiona
l slang is not
disdained by the author provided it “fills the bill.”
John Hannon is certainly one of those “lay writers” so much
needed at the
present time, who reach the public for whom they are writing—
who have
something good to say, and know how to “put” it so it will
be read.
SPIRITUAL CONSIDERATIONS, by REGINALD BUCKLER, O.
P..
New
York, Benziger Brothers. 1911. 238 pp., $1.25 net.
The book before us is a collection of small treatises in which the chief
purpose is to call attention to the widespread neglect of the unseen
and the spiritual, and, side by side with this neglect,| the preoccupation of men’s
minds with
“the cheap toys of time’s short day.” Father Buckler makes a plea
for spiritual
_ Sagacity—spiritual-mindedness, if you will. Chapters in which this
idea seems
especially prominent are “Earnestness in Spiritual Life,” “The
Right Spirit
Within,” “Outer Works and Inner Spirit,” “Spiritual Culture.”
The treatment
of the various subjects is very readable and calculated to raise the
reader’s
ideals—to assist him to realize his better possibilities. The style is
idiomatic
and decidedly out of the ordinary.

very fine.

The mechanical make-up of the book

is

JESUS ALL GREAT, by ALEXANDER GALLERANI, S.-J. Translated by
F’. Loughnan. New York, P. J. Kenedy & Sons. 1910. 256 pp., cloth, $0.50.
“Jesus All Great,’ is the second of a series by Father Gallerani, and in style
it is akin to the first volume, “Jesus All God.” At first blush the present little
book seems to be nothing but a mere book of devotion, but a careful perusal
will soon convince the reader that it can be made to serve the purpose of
Apologetics.
In fact, throughout its pages, the most common objections of
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Protestants and free-thinkers are formulated and answered in such a simple
and felicitious way, that they cannot fail to clear away misunderstandings,
convince the fair-minded and confirm the faithful in their faith.
DE VITA SPIRITUALI Ex Commentariis B. Hugonis de Sancto Charo Ord.
Praed., super totam Bibilam excerpta. Revised by Father Dionysius Mézard,
O. P. New York, Frederick Pustet & Co. 1910. 656 pp., $2.25.
Blessed Hugo lived in the XIIIth century and was a fellow-brother of Thomas
Aquinas and Albert the Great. He was the first Dominican raised to the cardinalate. He is said to have been the first to compose a biblical concordance.
The work before us is a treatise on the spiritual life gathered from his commentaries of the entire Bible. It is divided into four parts or books treating
of the Purgative, the Illuminative, and the Unitive states of the spiritual life.
The last book treats of the spiritual life of priests. Readings or meditations
are also suggested from the various books adapted to the three stages of the spiritual life and to priests. These readings are arranged for retreats of eight
days. To one unused to long readings in Latin, the book has no attraction;
but to him that has patience it will reveal some of the secrets of Mystic Theology, the intense spiritual life led by many of the monks of the Middle Ages.
The printing and binding of the book deserve special mention.
The brief
notice given of the book hardly attests its great intrinsic merit.
THE GRACES OF INTERIOR PRAYER, A Treatise on: Mystical Theology,
by R. P. AUG. POULAIN, 8. J.
Translated from the Sixth Edition by Leonora
L. Yorke Smith. With a Preface by the Rev. D. Considine, S. J. St. Louis,
B. Herder. 1911. 638 pp., $3.00.
A work of rare merit. The first three chapters ought to be read by every
one that practices (or tries to practice mental prayer. They form a valuable,
not to say necessary, supplement to the “methods,” which latter to take very
little notice of the ‘prayer of simple regard” as explained by Father Poulain.
The remainder of the book (thirty-one chapters in all) treats of the “experi- :
ences’ peculiar to the more advanced stages in the spiritual life. Father Con-_
sidine, in his preface to the English translation, says of the book: “It is an
example of modern scientific methods applied to a subject—mysticism— which
critics outside the Church commonly regard as a mere form of brain-weakness
peculiar to pious persons, and over which even Catholics are sometimes apt to shake their heads. Is there to be found in the interior life of devout souls,
in their intercourse with their Maker, a life more intimate still—a secret door
opening into a world still further withdrawn from sense, where very few may
enter, but where the chosen ones have a sight and feeling of God, and enjoy
His Presence not less, but more really than we apprehend objects with our
bodily senses?
This is clearly a question of no little importance, and one
which should not be without interest for a day like our own, when we hear
so much of Occultism and Theosophy and Spiritualism in its different branches
—all of them attempts in their own way to pass material bounds and explore
the region beyond.” Father Poulain’s book is a description of the marvels
that God works in souls entirely His own. But it is, especially, “a survey of
the Kingdom of Prayer in all its length and breadth, in its lowest as well as ;
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its most perfect forms.’ To what extent the average reader is supposed to
be interested in these matters is well indicated in another extract from the
above “Preface”:
“The experiences of those who have climbed the highest
peaks of Perfection, their successes, even their mistakes, cannot fail to be
useful even to those still stumbling on its lower slopes; or only gazing wistfully upwards from its base.” The author himself has anticipated a question
of similar import in Chapter XXVI, entitled “Directions.” 'He says: “We may
sanction the reading of good mystic works to all sensible people.” How well
the author has succeeded in the task to which he has devoted the fruits of a
life-time of study and research appears from the approbations by which “The
Graces of Interior Prayer’ has been honored. One of them is from the Holy
Father, Pius X., who says that he is “happy to see that now directors of consciences possess a work of great worth and high utility.” The other is from
Cardinal Steinhuber, in behalf of the Sacred Congregation of the Index, and
is of similar import.
Nothing but the highest praise is good enough for the book. But on page 588
there is “something” that cuts a strange figure indeed. No comment is offered,
just a question: Are such “things’’ considered “safe” in spiritual books because those who read them aré bound to be absolutely ignorant of music, or
is it because the musically informed do not read spiritual books? Which?
HOW TO PRAY, by ABBE GROU, S. J. Translated from the French by
Teresa Fitzgerald. London, Thomas Baker. 1910.
204 pp., 3 shillings, net.
The best introduction to ‘this really unique little book is in the words of
the editor, Father Clarke, S. J.: “There are very few Christians who have not
learned by their own experience how ‘difficult it is to pray, or at all events,
to pray well. Any one who will teach us how to pray is a friend indeed, to
whom we can never be as grateful as we ought.’ Pére Grow certainly gives
most of those who read his book a new outlook on prayer-——one that cannot
fail to make a well-disposed soul pray better. The book is not a “method” in
the ordinary sense of the word, but it is a very good companion to any method.
Some of the assertions made in the caurse of the work may appear extreme,
but a careful perusal of the entire book will set any possible misgivings right.
Much stress is laid on the work of the Holy Ghost in teaching us how to:
pray and in prayign in us. The Lord’s Prayer, that “best of all prayers,” is
made the basis and model of all our prayers.
CERTITUDE, by REV. ALYSIUS ROTHER, 8S. J.

St. Louis, B. Herder.

1911.

94 pp., $0.50 net.
This little volume on Certitude by the professor of Philosophy of St. Louis
University, is a highly recommendable study of this most important question,
upon which so many men have but few clear-cut notions. What appeals to the
reader is the methodic division of the subject and the various printer’s devices
to bring out the important points of the question in a salient manner. The
summaries preceding the various chapters are an excellent help to the student
and the style of the book is such as to remove all prejudice against the fact
that the study is based on 'Thomistic philosophy. The perusal of this book
will repay the reader with a clear and lasting idea of the meaning of certitude.
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HISTORIC NUNS, by BESSIE R. BELLOC.
St. Lotis, B. Herder.
1911.
223 pp., $1.35. net.
.
This book is a collection of sketches describing the life and works of several
noted religious women. Hence the title, “Historic Nuns.” The subjects treated
are the following: Mary Aikenhead, Catherine M’Aulay, Madame Duchesne,
and

Mother Seton of Emmettsburg. Every one of the biographies forms a fascinating theme, and the author has not failed to improve the occasion thus put
in her way by an excellent treatment and style. In her own words, telling of
the wealth of material that biographies of saintly persons furnish to the historian, “by times their experiences read like a child’s tale of adventure, and
nearly all are full of the romance of heroism, and stand high above the flat
average of human days.” There is certainly none of the “flat average of human
days” in the lives of the noble women whom Bessie R. Belloc brinag before us
in “Historic Nuns.”

THE ART OF LIVING, by DR. FR. W. FOERSTER. Translated by Ethel
Peck. St. Louis, B. Herder. 1911. 217 pp., $0.90 net.
This is a series of “model talks” for children. To quote from the translator’s
introduction, “it is, properly speaking, not only a collection of most apt examples of suitable illustrations for moral lessons, but also a book of suggestions
to the teacher as to where he should turn for material for these lessons, and
on what plan he should choose his illustrations.” Dr. Foerster’s book is a
distinct contribution to pedagogical literature. Incidentally it may teach many
a casual reader some “things” he ought to have known “long ago.” Thus grownup children can profit by the book without a teacher.

LA VOCATION AU SACERDOCE, by F. J. HURTAUD, O. P. Paris, Victor
Lecoffre, J. Gabalda. 1911. 455 pp., 4 frs.
The present publication is essentially a work of controversy, but incidentally
it gives a clear and complete exposition of the vital question: Vocation to the
Priesthood. Directors, confessors, and seminarists will read this work with interest and profit. The point of controversy in a nutshell is this: Canon Lahitton, pursued by the phantom of Modernism, discovers it, like many of his
clerical fellow-man, in everything that contains a subjective element. Marks
of a priestly vocation are the aptitudes and the attraction of a candidate to
said state. But attraction is something interior subjective, therefore misleading, modernistic. Father Hurtaud takes his heresy-hunter fellow-brother totask,
recalls to him some sane philosophical distinction, applies them to the teachings
of the Church regarding vocations to the priesthood, and delivers him, let it
be hoped, from the nightmare of Modernism in this particular question.
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